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Listening Practice:
Movie:

Lilo & Stitch

*As you watch the movie, answer the following questions.

1. Match the characters’ names.
Dr.Jumba
Pleakley
Lilo
Stitch
Gantu
Grand Councilwoman

a)

e)

b)

f)

c)

g)

Nani
Cobra Bubbles
David

d)

h)

i)

2. Who made experiment 626?

3. Stitch took the police cruiser and escaped from the ship.
This is ( true / false ).

4. Where did Stitch’s ship land?

A) Mars
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b) Venus

c) Earth

d) Moon

Grade/Class:

Name:

5. Why was Lilo late to the dance practice?
a) She had to give a peanut butter sandwich to her fish.
b) She had a swimming class before the dance class.
c) She was too busy taking photos.

6. Lilo said. “Pudge controls the (

)”.

7. Who came to check Nani and Lilo at their house?
a) David

b) Dr.Jumba

c) Cobra Bubbles

8. What do Nani and Lilo do at the same time after their fight?
a) The both cry.

9.

b) Scram into pillows.

c) Listen to music.

What is Lilo’s hobby?

10. How much money did Lilo pay to get Stitch?

dollars

11. What does “Ohana” mean?
a) Family takes care of each other.
b) Family and family means no one gets left behind or forgotten.
c) Broken family is a still a good family.

12. What does Lilo put in Stitch's bottle?
a) Chocolate milk

b) coffee

c) medicine

d) soup

13. What city does Stitch build and then destroy in Lilo's room?
a) New York

b) Tokyo

c) Seoul
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d) San Francisco
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Name:

14. Stich leans how to do what water sport?
a) surf

b) Marco Polo

c) Water ski

d) Boat race

15. What does Lilo hold when she's stuck on Gantu's ship?
a) A photo of her family

b) Her doll

c) A photo of the Stitch

16. Why does Lilo get to keep Stitch?
a) The document proves she bought stitch.
b) Jumba agrees to become Stitch’s family
c) Nami feels the councilwoman to leave Earth.
d) Lilo cries until the aliens agree

17. What message does this movie give out to viewers?
a) That family must stick together.
b) There was no message.
c) It is important to befriend aliens.
d) Keep the earth clean.
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